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With a higher level of social information, intelligent traffic management has 
become the development trend of the traffic control system. In order to improve 
management efficiency and level of saving resources, duplication of work from the 
tedious freed to achieve the automation of vehicle information management, scientific 
and standardized, automatic license plate recognition system development and should 
be imminent. License plate recognition system can be used in place all kinds of 
vehicle management, application prospect.  
Studied in this paper license plate location and recognition system includes four 
parts: image preprocessing, license plate location, character segmentation and 
character recognition.  
Image pre-processing introduces the basics of image processing, gray-scale 
images were introduced, image increases, image smoothing and image binarization 
relevant principles and methods. For various types of algorithms, experiments reached 
a well-established series of histogram normalization parameters, and implemented 
based on histogram binarization processing algorithms; using mathematical 
morphology image combined with the shape of the plate successful completion of 
license plate location method; proposed based on Canny edge detection algorithm of 
the license plate and Radon tilt correction method; Finally, the use of coarse mesh 
feature extraction method based on the realization of numbers, letters, numbers and 
letters, Chinese characters four neural network construction and training, and use a 
network simulation platform Matlab identification experiments. After several 
experiments and adjust the network, and ultimately get good recognition results.  
Studies have shown that the use of mathematical morphology algorithm to locate 
fast, clear outline of the license plate area, location and character segmentation 
algorithm to accurately locate and license plate character segmentation, and has good 
robustness, using BP neural network has good performance in a complex environment 
to meet real-time requirements of license plate recognition, has some theoretical and 
practical significance. 
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第一章 绪论  
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1.3  我国的车牌的特点 





























































图 1.3 警用汽车前号牌 
 



































































第二章 车牌图像预处理  








































2.1.1  最大值法 
 Gray(i,j) max(R(i,j) G(i,j) B(i,j))= ， ，  (2.1) 
这种方法处理后灰度图像的亮度会偏高。 




= +  (2.2) 
这种方法处理后灰度图像的亮度较柔和。 




RW W W= G+  (2.3) 
RW 、WG 、 BW 分别为R、G、B的权值，当其权值取不同的值时，能够形成
不同灰度的灰度图像，由于人眼对绿色的敏感度 高，红色次之，蓝色 低。因
此当WG ＞ BW ＞ RW 时，所生成的灰度图像更加适合人眼的感受。根据经验数据，
通常取 RW ＝0.2989，WG ＝0.5870， BW ＝0.1140。即转换关系是： 
 Gray(i j) 0.2989R(i j) 0.5870G(i j) 0.1140B(i j)= + +， ， ， ，  (2.4) 
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